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Get Inspired
Differentiation

Technology is a tool. It's possible to use that tool with little regard for
student differences - and also to use it in ways that honor individual needs

and extend the learning potential of every student. -Carol Ann Tomlinson

According to Carol Ann Tomlinson,
there are three ways to differentiate

a lesson that allow students more
choices in their learning by

differentiating content, process, or
product. -Donalyn Miller

Not every student will close substantial learning gaps in a
year - in any kind of classroom. Human development seems
woefully inattentive to the standardized test schedule. Our

best teaching happens as we vigorously respond to students,
not to mandates. - Carol Ann Tomlinson

When a student cannot
be successful with

grade level standards,
it is critical that we

find ways to close the
achievement gap.
-Christie Amburn

The beauty of the Common Core State
Standards (CCSS) is that they focus

more heavily on skills rather than
content. It is much easier to

differentiate content while still focusing
on the same skill. - Elise Yerkey

Assignments should
not be measure

based on the
number of problems,

but instead on the
impact the

assignment has on
the learner and the

learning process.
-Jeff Charbonneau

The goal of differentiation is to

optimize student growth. It

assumes that students are more

likely to grow...if their teachers

approach and plan instruction

with student differences in mind

than if their teachers ignore

those differences.    

Jessica Hockett

...our only hope of teaching students

is to reach them where they are,

rather than where we (or more likely,

someone else!) think they should be."

Katherine S. McKnight

Instructional reading,

vocabulary building, and

targeted interventions that

meet individual student's

needs combined with an

independent reading

curriculum can build

reading proficiency.

Remember, a sixth grader

reading at a second-grade

level won't leap four years

forward in one year. Give

students the gift of time,

expert reading instruction,

and the motivation to read

independently. Progress will

surely follow. -Laura Robb

A regrettable consequence of
an overemphasis on having

all students meet grade level
standards-as opposed to an

emphasis on expert teaching
that meets each student's
needs and interest while

utilizing the latest standards
as a guide and framework-is

that students who most need
individualized instruction

tailored to their needs do not
get much of it and, therefore,

do not improve much.
-Regie Routman
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